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Message from the 
Executive Director

In 2018, we faced one of the most polarized election peri-
ods in the history of Brazil. Unfortunately, the polarization 
extended to the debate about climate change in Brazilian 
society and affected the leading role of the country within 
the field internationally.

The opinion polls of recent years have demonstrated that 
the large majority of the Brazilian population is concerned 
with climate change - and that the range of this public is 
highly diverse, socially, economically and politically. How-
ever, during the presidential elections, several candidates 
used the subject not as an opportunity to further propos-
als to deal with the greatest challenge of humanity, but 
as a pretext to reinforce false and superficial ideological 
alignments, which do not contribute to the qualified de-
bate that we require.

Reflecting on the work of the Institute for Climate and 
Society, and of our partners in this challenging context, 
the questions that guided us were: In what subjects and 
how do we contribute to the qualification of the nation-
al debate about climate change, advancing specific mea-
sures on the subject? How to reach out to the Brazilian 
private sector to the fact of the benefits of our compar-
ative advantages in a global low carbon economy? How 
to enhance the communication to demonstrate the rela-

tionship of climate change with people’s daily lives? How 
to work with the federal, state and municipal government 
in specific activities? How to contribute to the debate 
about climate in the National Congress in a nonpartisan 
and qualified manner? How to reach out to new actors, 
such as religious groups, young people, and women in this 
important debate?

The polarization of the last elections further increased our 
responsibility and determination to ensure the continuity 
of a balanced, qualified, nonpartisan, and engaged de-
bate, with an emphasis on specific actions that contribute 
to a carbon neutral Brazil with economic growth and so-
cial justice. Consequently, iCS reformulated its institutional 
mission in 2018, which ensures the strengthening of the 
conditions that will leverage the enduring practices of 
mitigation and resilience.

Together with our partners, iCS has contributed to specific 
initiatives of mitigation. For example, the approval of the 
Bill that provides for the energy transition of the bus fleets 
in São Paulo, the holding of the first Climate Ventures 
Summit, and several publications resulting from research 
on power generation, green bonds, maritime emissions, 
and carbon pricing.

I would like to express sincere gratitude to our funders. 
We recognize that the relationship between a funder and 
a grantee goes far beyond financial matters. In this re-
gard, we thank our funders for our countless interactions, 
for their genuine interest in our work, by challenging us 
to grow, for their confidence and flexibility, and for the 

learning opportunities and help in overcoming these chal-
lenges.

It is with pride that I recognize the incredible work of the 
iCS team and the dedicated outreach of our board and 
fiscal council. I would like to thank, in particular, the 
trust, the partnership and the tireless work of our network 
of grantees and partners, and their inspired dedication. 
The leading role and merit of the success of our operation 
are entirely theirs!

Therefore, all the results and achievements presented in 
this report are the consequences of the actions of several 
actors who have gathered together with one purpose: to 
overcome divergences and to prosper in the fight against 
global warming, serving Brazilian society and, in particu-
lar, the most vulnerable. 

With gratitude and commitment,

Ana 
Toni

Ana Toni,
Executive Director of the 

Institute for Climate and Society
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Message from the Board

Since the beginning, I have had the privilege of accompa-
nying the trajectory of the growth and consolidation in the 
operating model of the Institute for Climate and Society 
(iCS). The first stage took place in the pre-existence of the 
Institute, when it was still part of the initiative of LARCI1 
and passed through a cycle of tests on grantmaking strat-
egies in Brazil.

iCS was incorporated in 2015 and, during the first three 
years, we experienced the second stage. Ana Toni per-
formed a beautiful job of structuring the Institute, forming 
the team, designing the strategies and program areas, and 
implementing the system of management and the moni-
toring of grants (Fluxx). I could see the movement of the 
entire efficient operational framework that was required 
for the organization. Today, iCS can be considered, world-
wide, as a model of excellence among its peers in the cli-
mate philanthropic operation.

I believe we have now arrived at a third stage in a solid 
and mature process. The team is assembled, the portfolios 
are structured, and we can observe many specific results 
from the work of the grantees. We are in a stage of expan-
sion regarding climate change in several spheres and also 

in our operational drive in Brazil. When we evaluate the 
growth process in fundraising, the diversified range of na-
tional and international funds and financing is perceptible.

We are the only Brazilian philanthropic institution in the 
field of climate change that has an established governance 
structure, with an operating and engaged decision-making 
board. This is a different system in the art of governing.

In my opinion, 2018 was the year of consolidation. In view 
of the challenges that Brazil faced in the chaotic elector-
al period, we experienced an important landmark. We 
worked with multiple drivers of changes: we supported 
research, campaigns, communication and advocacy. iCS 
was active backstage of the political operation, bringing 
the climate to the center of the discussions of urban mo-
bility, energy, low carbon economy, policy and outreach.

It is with immense satisfaction that I, as chairperson of 
the board, wish to continue to accompany the challeng-
es of the Institute for Climate and Society. To the extent 
that the organization continues to develop an ecosystem 
of diverse grantees, my expectation is that the strategic 
dialogues can transcend the logic of obviousness. Let us all 

continue learning to translate the climate to all society! It 
is necessary to bring the climate issue into the daily routine 
of people, whether by how we travel or how we choose 
the food that we put on our table. Our ambition aims to 
go one step beyond and to instigate unprecedented and 
creative mobilizations towards a more just and egalitarian 
process of low carbon transition.

With so many achievements, we carry on with passion, 
conviction, coherence and consistency with new partners 
and horizons. Social justice needs to be a more vehement 
agenda in our mission, supported projects, financing, and 
national operation. There needs to be a change of mindset!

1 Latin America Regional Climate Initiative 

Ana
Yang

Ana Yang,
Chairperson of 

the Board of iCS
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What we do?

The Institute for Climate and Society (iCS) is a philanthropic organization that pro-
motes prosperity, justice and low carbon development in Brazil. We operate as a 
bridge between international and national funders and local partners. Consequently, 
we are part of a wide network of philanthropic organizations that are dedicated to 
finding solutions to the climate crisis.

iCS outlines plans of action to overcome climate problems from a social perspective. 
Therefore, it prioritizes measures that, in addition to reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions, also result in improvements in the quality of life for society, especially those 
most vulnerable.

The main activity of the Institute is to provide grants in order to promote projects and 
organizations that seek to:

•	 BUILD evidence that qualifies the debate and supports the decision-
making

•	 PROMOTE advocacy, campaigns and communication

•	 CREATE spaces of interaction between different actors and sectors

•	 ENCOURAGE the exchange of knowledge and experience between Brazil 
and the rest of the world

Furthermore, we are also dedicated to the engagement of society with the subject of 
climate change, the implementation of our own projects and the capacity building of 
civil society organizations.

About the Institute for Climate and Society

OUR MISSION
To strengthen conditions that leverage enduring practices 
of mitigation and resilience to climate change

VISION
A carbon neutral Brazil with 
economic growth and social 
justice, compatible with 1.5°C CLIMATE

POLICY AND
OUTREACH

LOW CARBON
ECONOMY

TRANSPORT

ENERGY
LAND USE AND
FOOD SYSTEMS

THEMATIC FOCUS

At iCS, we integrate our 
thematic focus on the 
agenda of climate change

– ANA TONI
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Our grantees

SÃO PAULO
Energy 
Green Building Council (GBC) • Instituto Escolhas • Institute for Energy and the Environment (IEMA) 
• International Energy Initiative (IEI) • Brazilian Institute for the Defense of the Consumer (Idec)

Low carbon economy 
World Resource Institute (WRI) • Business Citizenship Institute (ICE) • Associação Prosciense • 
Climate Ventures Institute • WWF Brasil • Inter-Union Department of Statistics and Socio-economic 
Studies (DIEESE)

Transport 
Corrida Amiga • World Resources Institute (WRI) • Climate Coalition and Active Mobility (CCMob) 
• Institute for Energy and the Environment (IEMA) • Purpose Campaigns Brasil Ltda • Health and 
Sustainability Institute (ISS) • Rede Nossa São Paulo • Greenpeace • Global Call For Climate Action 
(GCCA) • Brazilian Institute for the Defense of the Consumer (Idec) • International Council on 
Clean Transportation (ICCT)

Climate policy and outreach 
Update Institute  • Nova Democracia • Brazilian Coalition on Climate, Forests and Agriculture • Breaking 
the Taboo • What Design Can Do • Climate Observatory • GIFE • ClimaInfo • AdvocacyHub • Severo 
Film & Production Ltda. • Conectas Direitos Humanos • Ecofalante 

Land use 
ARCPLAN • ECOSTAGE Consulting and Systems • Agroicone

RIO DE JANEIRO
Energy 
COPPE/UFRJ • Brazilian Business Council for Sustainable Development (Cebds)

Low carbon economy 
International Institute for Sustainability (IIS) • Hacking Rio • Sitawi Finance for Good • UFRJ • Brazil 
Climate Center (CBC)

Transport 
Institute for Policies of Transport & Development (ITDP) • Casa Fluminense • LABMOB/UFRJ

Climate policy and outreach 
Energy Planning Program (PPE) • Museum of Tomorrow • Alziras Institute • Institute for Studies of 
Religion (ISER) • BRICS Policy Center (BPC) • Ecofalante

Land use 
Climate Policy Initiative (CPI)

RIO GRANDE DO SUL
Energy 

Laboratory of Public and Social Policies (LAPPUS)

PARANÁ
Energy 
350.org

Low carbon economy 
World Transforming Technologies (WTT)

GOIÁS
Energy 

Research Support Foundation (FUNAPE)

MINAS GERAIS
Low carbon economy 

Pipe Social

Transport 
Movimento Nossa BH

BRASÍLIA
Climate policy 
and outreach 
Ecofalante

RORAIMA
Socio-

environmental 
Institute (ISA)

BAHIA
Land use 
GEODATIN 
Intelligence in Data 
and Geo-information

PARÁ
Land use 

JVN Siqueira • Institute 
for Mankind and the 

Environment in the Amazon 
Region (IMAZON) • Institute 
for Environmental Research 

of the Amazon Region 
(IPAM) • Terra de Direitos

AMAZONAS
Low carbon economy 

Institute for the Conservation 
and Sustainable Development 

of the Amazon Region (Idesam)

MATO GROSSO
Energy 

Life Center Institute (ICV)
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Portfolios

Energy

Low carbon economy

Transport

Climate policy and outreach

Land use
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In renewable energy, we made progress in the state of Roraima. In 2018, an auction for renewable 
sources to supply Boa Vista was defined. The state capital has been totally supplied by electricity 
from diesel engines since September 2018. From mid-2021, one quarter of the electricity consumed 
in Boa Vista and the surrounding areas will come from local renewable sources, using biomass and 
photovoltaic solar energy. Diesel will represent 14%   of the electricity supply. We will continue 
working for this to be zero no later than 2030. In another area, the Green Building Council self-
sufficiency certification in renewable energy today has 19 registered buildings with 7 certified of 
them certified. A great success considering the adverse macroeconomic environment in the country!

– ROBERTO KIShINAMI, coordinator of the portfolio 

Energy

Last year, iCS started to expand its realm as guided by 
its board. The portfolio that previously concentrated on 
power began studies in order to identify approaches and 
entities from civil society to deal with coal. Therefore, the 
main target of the program is to promote, by 2050, a 
Brazilian energy sector of low carbon. Our country has 
sufficient natural resources to build both a robust electric 
sector of zero carbon emission, and a new sector of sus-
tainable biofuels.

In 2018, the STRATEGY of the portfolio included the fol-
lowing INITIATIVES:

• To democratize and decentralize the electric sector;

• To encourage new renewable energies (solar, wind and 
biomass);

• To promote energy efficiency, distributed generation 
and digitalization.

WE MADE

11 GRANTS  
Total: 

R$ 3,314,000
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Launch of the book Distributed 
Generation and Energy 

Efficiency: Reflections for the 
electric sector of today and of 
the future, produced by IEI Brasil

•
350.org participates in the 

process of popular mobilization 
with the community of Peruíbe 

(SP). Councilors from the 
Municipal Council approved 

the amendment to the organic 
law against the construction 

of a thermal power plant

Start of the 
Renewable 

Roraima Project, 
funded by the 

Mott Foundation 
and the 

ClimateWorks 
Foundation.

International Workshop 
– Thermoelectricity in the 

new context of the electric 
sector: the importance of the 
evaluation of environmental 

impacts, held by IEMA and 
Ibama. The launch of the 

complete publication was in June

The methodology of SEEG* is 
explained in a scientific article 

by the periodical Scientific Data, 
which is a magazine that is 

part of the Nature group. 23 
writers describe step by step 

how estimates of CO2 emissions 
and other gases are calculated

*System for Estimating 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Launch of the policy 
brief Lessons learned 

from the truck drivers’ 
strike, produced by 

Instituto Escolhas

JAN

MAR

jun

Presentation of the Roraima Project 
at the 15th edition of the Brazilian 

Congress of Energy Efficiency 
(COBEE, of Abesco), in São Paulo

•
Climate Policy Initiative (CPI) held 
an event about Challenges of 
Energy Efficiency in Brazilian 

Industry, in Rio de Janeiro
•

Webinar by iCS on the 
challenges and perspectives 

of the state of Roraima

Idec - in cooperation with 
IEMA - hold a meeting 
Reform of the Electric 

Sector, in São Paulo. 
The event addressed the 
changes required in the 

legislation and regulation 
of the sector, due to the 
new technologies and 

evolution in the relative 
prices of the different 

existing sources.

Launch of the final study, 
produced by Instituto Escolhas: 

What are the real costs 
and benefits of the sources 

of electric generation?
• 

Launch of the study Energy 
Forests: potential of the 

dedicated biomass in 
Brazil, produced by IEMA

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PORTFOLIO IN 2018

APR

MAY AUG

SEP

OCT
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What are the real costs and benefits 
of the sources of power generation?

In partnership with a technical team from PSR Soluções 
e Consultoria em Energia, Instituto Escolhas conduct-
ed an original study on the possibilities of combina-
tions the new renewables (wind, solar and biomass) 
that ensure a greater efficiency in the operation of the 
electric sector as a whole. The evaluation screened 
several sources of power generation as fundamental 
to guarantee the stability of the system. The launch of 
the final research took place at the Security and Sus-
tainability Seminar of the Brazilian Electric Matrix, on 
October 19, 2018. It was a significant opportunity to 
bring together experts from the energy area.

The work priced the attributes of the energy sources 
and differentiated them in relation to the services of-
fered to the system, and costs of implementation, op-
eration, and greenhouse gas emissions. In this regard, 
the research introduced data that qualified the debate 
about the viability of the increase of the participation 
of the new renewables in our Brazilian matrix with 
“reliability, economy and sustainability.”

HIGHLIGHTS

MAIN RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH

• Subsidies are one component of the energy costs that 
potentially cause distortion in the pricing of the sources

• In 2035, Brazil could increase by 68% the share of 
wind, solar, and biomass energy in its electric matrix, in 
relation to the forecast of the Ten-Year Plan of Energy 
2026, totaling 44% of the composition of the matrix

• By 2026, Brazil can increase the share of new re-
newables in its electric matrix without incurring sig-
nificant costs for the operation of the electric system

• Not every MWh is economically equal and the 
study shows the real cost of each one of them to 
society 

The event was held 
in the auditorium 
of the newspaper 
Folha de S. Paulo
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Efficient Cities Project

In 2018, the Brazilian Council of Sustainable Con-
struction (CBCS)2 announced the results of the nation-
al public call of the Efficient Cities Project. Three Bra-
zilian cities were selected: Jaboatão dos Guararapes 
(Pernambuco), Sorocaba (São Paulo) and Florianópolis 
(Santa Catarina).

2 The organization received a grant in 2017 and realized the project in 2018.

THEMATIC AREAS OF THE PROJECT

Energy efficiency

Rational use of water

Urban mobility

Distributed generation of energy

Renewable Roraima Project

THE PROJECT

In 2018, we started the Renewable Roraima Proj-
ect, with support from the consultants Ricardo Lima 
and Aurélio de Souza. The objective is to help to create 
the conditions for the government and the private sec-
tor to implement renewable systems in the entire state 
of Roraima – the capital and remote communities. In 
this way, the new renewables would increase the sup-
ply of clean electricity and reduce the dependence on 
the use of diesel. Furthermore, the project promotes 
energy efficiency in all the end uses of electricity.

HIGHLIGHTS

   In August, we conducted a webinar on the 
challenges and perspectives of the state of 
Roraima in the context of the Brazilian elec-

tric sector. There were nine exhibitions organized by 
different actors from the Ministry of Mines and En-
ergy (MME), the National Agency of Electric Energy 
(ANEEL), the National Program for the Conservation 
of Electric Energy (PROCEL), the Socio-environmen-
tal Institute (ISA), the Federation of Agriculture and 
Livestock of the State of Roraima and (FAERR/SENAR) 
and the Federal Institute of Roraima;

   A Feasibility Study was produced, composed of 
four technical reports:

I.  Characterization of the supply of electric energy
II.  Technical and economic potential of energy efficiency
III.  Potential of distributed generation by biomass energy
IV.  Potential of distributed generation by photovoltaic  

energy

All the reports were accepted by the MME and by ANEEL 
and were essential with respect to the realization of the 
auction for the supply of Boa Vista (RR) forecast to occur 
in 2019. 

   Ten students from the course of electricity at the 
Federal Institute of Technology in Boa Vista con-
ducted field studies about energy efficiency with 

study grants provided by ISA, a grantee of iCS.

   We initiated a study about the Viability of the In-
stallation of a Photovoltaic System in the Taman-
duá Community, under the leadership of Aurélio 

de Souza. The survey is still in progress.

HIGHLIGHTS
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The Kigali Project is an iCS program that is designed to 
change the profile of energy consumption of air condi-
tioners (AC) in Brazil, so that the appliance is closer to the 
best international practices and also for this equipment 
to begin using refrigerants with a low potential of glob-
al warming. According to the Energy Research Company 
(EPE), the air conditioner is already responsible for 14% of 
the electricity consumption in the residential sector, and 
the trend is that 60% of Brazilian households will have at 
least one AC in 2030.

The project is financed by philanthropic resources from the 
Kigali Cooling Efficiency Program (K-CEP), which is an in-
ternational philanthropic initiative that supports projects 
around the world to promote clean and efficient cooling 
in accordance with the Kigali Amendment. The structure 
of the project is formed of four components, which inter-
connect as follows:

To support the inclusion of actions 
of energy efficiency for AC in the 

planning of the electric sector and 
also in the plan to reduce HFCs

To evaluate the technical 
and economic visibility for 
a Brazilian market of high 

efficiency compressors.

To take steps for the laboratorial 
adaptation to the transformation 
of the Brazilian market

To act so that the levels of 
energy efficiency of ACs, the 
Brazilian Labeling Program, and 
the Procel Seal are revised so 
that they are closer to the best 
international practices

1 2

34

KIGALI PROJECT

SPECIAL PROJECTS

SUPPORT

PARTNERS
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The importance of a project that proposes to 
study the possible scenarios and the impacts 
of the increase of the efficiency of products 
used intensively and extensively by the Brazilian 
population would already be, by itself, evident. 
However, the Kigali Project exceeds the dimension 
of importance and should be considered, in fact, 
as strategic for the country. Strategic in that it 
proposes to present recommendations to the 
institutions involved with the Brazilian policy of 
energy efficiency for household appliances, based 
on research, interviews with the productive sector, 
data analysis and information that, if implemented 
effectively, could provoke a market transformation, 
with the best cost-benefit relationship for society

– MARCOS BORGES, INMETRO

Launch of the Kigali Project website in July

2018 ended with positive advances and also with 
many lessons learned. We did not imagine that a 
simple air conditioner could bring so many benefits 
to the country, or that the Brazilian market was so 
complex and unique. We learned a great deal in 
our search to establish a good dialogue with the 
industry, and we are fully aware of the need of the 
extensive involvement of the different and varied 
actors that are part of this ecosystem 

– KAMyLA BORGES, coordinator of the 
energy efficiency initiative at iCS

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Annual Report of 
the Kigali Project 
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ACTIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2018

One of the strategies of the Kigali Project is to investigate and propose ways to over-
come the different barriers involving air conditioners with energy efficiency levels 
aligned to the best international practices. From this perspective, the project CON-
DUCTED the following activities:

1 Contribution with technical studies developed by the Energy Research 
Company (EPE) through expert analyses on energy efficiency;

2 Review of the technical note Use of air conditioning in the Brazilian 
residential sector: perspectives and contributions to the advance 
in energy efficiency, published in December 2018;

3 Contribution to the approval of the ratification of the Kigali  Amendment 
in the Committee of Foreign Relations of the Chamber of Deputies;

4 Development of the study about Regulatory Impact in partnership with 
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and with the support 
of Mitsidi Projetos. An advisory committee - formed by representatives 
from Procel/Eletrobras, MME, INMETRO, EPE, and CEPEL - was installed to 
monitor the transparency of the study;

5 Development of the 
Technical and Economic 
Viability Study for a Market of 
High Efficiency Compressor in Brazil in 
partnership with CLASP. The research analyzed 
the policies that affect the costs and/or restrict the ac-
cess to high efficiency compressors, and identified other eco-
nomic and technical barriers to their availability in Brazil;

6 Building and strengthening of relationships with the agents from the govern-
ment and the air-conditioning industry, as well as the encouragement of a 
network of civil society organizations operating in this area;

7 Participation in the Workshop of opportunities in energy efficiency for 
the reduction of hydrocarbons (hFCs) and at the 40th open meeting of 
the work groups of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol, in Vienna.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
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The E+ Institute is an initiative of the Institute for Cli-
mate and Society that was created to become later an in-
dependent organization, which will have an interdisciplin-
ary team to provide analyses, studies and ideas about the 
challenges of political and economic situations, with a fo-
cus on the Brazilian energy transformation. The operation 
of E+ stems from the identification of trends and barriers 
to the construction of a Brazilian energy sector with a low 
emission of greenhouse gases (GHG). Furthermore, it also 
evaluates the contributions of this sector to the other eco-
nomic sectors in this same direction. In 2018, the efforts 
of the initiative resulted in the building of the institutional 
framework of the program and the first steps of defining 
the strategies and the visual identity. 

Mission

The E+ Institute is committed to collaborate with the 
Brazilian energy transition within technical, economic, 
regulatory and financial principles. Its main role in this 
process is to achieve the convergence of positions be-
tween decision-makers from public and private spheres, 
about the challenges resulting from this transformation.

Challenges

The energy transition concerns a process of profound 
transformation in the economic, social and political 
structures in the country. The greatest Brazilian chal-
lenge in this process is to equalize the different views, 
needs and priorities so that this transformation is pos-
sible within the technical and economic principles and 
therefore with benefits for all society.

Partnership

Institute E+ is part of the international network 
of think tanks for energy transition. The initiative 
was initially inspired by Agora Energiewende, a 
German think tank dedicated to energy transition. 
Agora provides support to iCS, with resources 
from the German government

SPECIAL PROJECTS
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The creation of the Low Carbon Economy portfolio was a 
landmark in 2018. Under the coordination of Gustavo Pin-
heiro, the objective of the program is to create the condi-
tions to accelerate the transition to a low carbon economy 
in Brazil.

The STRATEGy of the portfolio includes the following INI-
TIATIVES:

As a new portfolio, 2018 was a year to lay down the foundations of 
the decarbonization agenda of the Brazilian economy, and to establish 
relationships with new organizations from the civil society, government, and 
the private sector. We began the construction of the new low carbon economy. 
Through supported projects and organizations, we contributed to accelerate 
the decoupling between economic development and GHG emissions, creating 
green jobs and investments for the decarbonization of the economy.

– GUSTAVO PINhEIRO, coordinator of the portfolio 

Low carbon economy

• To generate economic evidence to support the deci-
sion-making for a low carbon economy;

• To direct investors to investment opportunities in low 
carbon projects;

• To catalyze new projects of low carbon economy.

WE MADE 

13 GRANTS
TOTAL: 

 R$ 2,804,000
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Launch of the national call 
for the MapBiomas Award

•
1st Forum of Impact 

Investment and Social 
Business in the Amazon 

Region, in Manaus
•

The Climate Observatory 
announces the sixth 

edition of the System of 
Estimates of Greenhouse 

Gas Emissions (SEEG), 
in São Paulo

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PORTFOLIO IN 2018

MAR

jun

jul nov

Launch of the 
Brazilian version of the 
Climate Transparency 

Initiative (CTI)

Participation of the 
grantees* of iCS in 

the Forum for Social 
Impact Business in 

the Amazon Region, 
held by the BNDES

* Socio-environmental Institute 
(ISA), Imaflora, Imazon, IDESAM 

and Sitawi Finance for Good.

Launch of the e-book 4 steps to 
understand the low carbon 

economy, developed by Cebds
•

53rd Coffee with Sustainability 
about carbon pricing

Sitawi Finance for Good 
presents the first version of 
the “Guide for the issue 
of green bonds: eligible 
assets and projects in 10 
sectors of the economy”

International Meeting 
on Carbon Pricing

•
Launch of the 

study Subsidies 
for fossil fuels in 
Brazil: recognize, 

evaluate and reform, 
produced by INESC

•
Forum of Social Finances 

and Impact Business 
2018, held by ICE

Launch of the first 
fact sheet about 
Carbon Pricing

•
1st hacking.Rio, the 
largest competition 
for the development 

of high impact 
solutions for the real 
challenges of the city

Launch of the study Challenges and 
opportunities of the Scheme of CORSIA/

ICAO for Brazil, produced by IDESAM
•

Launch of the report of SEEG: GhG 
Emissions in Brazil and their implications 

for public policies and the Brazilian 
contribution to the Paris Agreement

•
Launch of the Collection 3.0 at the 3rd Annual 

Seminar of MapBiomas (Project of Annual 
Mapping of the Coverage and Land Use)

Launch of the publication Do 
not miss this bond: Eligible 
assets and projects for the 

issue of green bonds in 
key sectors of the Brazilian 

economy, produced by 
Sitawi Finance for Good

•
Platform 2018: Brazil of 

Tomorrow held the seventh 
event about the Economy 

of the Forest, with the 
participation of ISA and Imazon

Launch of the second 
fact sheet about carbon 
pricing and the carbon 
market, which guides 
companies about how 
to incorporate climate 

change into their 
corporate strategy

MAY

FEB APR AUG

SEP

OCT
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1st Climate Ventures Summit

On November 22, 2018, approximately 200 actors 
from different areas met in São Paulo for valuable 
connections and good business for the climate. En-
trepreneurs, researchers, business owners, investors, 
startups, representatives from organizations of civil 
society and social movements involved in the devel-
opment of solutions for the climate crisis discussed 
the strengthening of the low carbon ecosystem and 
climate entrepreneurship in Brazil. The first Summit 
was marked by the conclusion of the Innovation Lab, 
which created 10 prototypes of solutions that seek to 
develop financing mechanisms for small producers 
and impact startups; encouragement for the produc-
tion of biogas from waste; the development of a sus-
tainable livestock chain and forest economy, as well 
as the dissemination of a new food culture based on 
ancestral knowledge. 

Climate Technology

Business Finance

Innovation Collective action

In 2018, Climate Strategy Ventures had three main areas of operation:

1

businesses mapped by the initiative, launched in partnership 
with Pipe.Social and Climate Launchpad. TThree Brazilian 
initiatives competed with 102 teams from 35 countries

INNOVATION 
LAB 

CELL OF 
KNOWLEDGE

1ST CALL 
OF GOOD 

BUSINESS FOR 
ThE CLIMATE

constructed 
prototypes 10 +50 participating 

institutions

map of 
knowledge 

mentors29

315

HIGHLIGHTS
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Brazil Zero Carbon in 2060

The Brazilian Forum of Climate Change (FBMC) delivered to the then President 
of the Republic, Michel Temer, the preliminary evaluation “Brazil Zero Carbon in 
2060” at the end of December. The study, which presented the recommendations 
of Brazilian society for the development of the low carbon economy, was also 
launched in the Espaço Brasil at COP24. Furthermore, Alfredo Sirkis, then director 
of FBMC, delivered the publication “Climate change: Risks and opportunities for 
Brazil,” destined for the next government, which took office in 2019.

MEASUREMENT OF THE IMPACT OF THE EVENT

+ 1,615 connections 
made, with an average 
of 7 to 9 per person

Participants from 11 
different states

185 trees were planted to offset 
the emissions from the event, which 

were calculated at 9,873 tCO2
[electric energy, travel and solid waste].

45% 
women

55% 
men

HIGHLIGHTS
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Transport

At the beginning of the year, the iCS took the transition-
al step from a portfolio of Urban Mobility to Transport, 
which would now also include, in addition to the mobility 
of people, the transport of cargo. The mission is to con-
tribute to the reduction of the use of fossil fuels in Brazil, 
taking into account that transport is the main source of 
emissions in Brazilian cities.

WE MADE 

14 GRANTS  
TOTAL: 

R$ 5,062,000 

In 2018, the STRATEGy of the portfolio included the fol-
lowing INITIATIVES:

• To engage and monitor the execution of mobility policies;

• To increase the knowledge and the debate about the 
transport economy;

• To explore the interfaces between air quality with 
transport policies and technologies.

We began 2018 with a great victory, which was 
the approval of Law 300/17, which determines 
the deadlines for the reduction of emissions from 
municipal buses in São Paulo and is the result of 
a combination of narratives involving climate, air 
quality and health. This was the first step and 
certainly the next steps will be more difficult – 
which is to ensure that the law will be implemented  

– WALTER FIGUEIREDO DE SIMONI,  
coordinator of the portfolio up to October 2018  
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PORTFOLIO IN 2018

MAR

junJAN nov

Launch of the 
MobiliDADOS 

platform, produced 
by ITDP Brasil

Workshop of Training 
in Urban Mobility 

and Emissions, 
held by Movimento 
Nossa BH – with the 

participation of iCS, Casa 
Fluminense and ITDP

Estudo Ciclologística produced by 
Aliança Bike in partnership with LABMOB/

UFRJ showed that the active transport 
of cargo has a gained a significant 

concentration of services and trade in 
the Bom Retiro district, in São Paulo

Movimento Nossa BH 
organizes the first edition 
of the debate about urban 
mobility and gender and 
publishes the document 
#Guide to Change the 

System, Not the Climate* 

*(adaptation of a version of the 
French edition, published by 
the collective Attac France) 

Voluntary commitment 
against air pollution 

by 18 Brazilian 
organizations

New version of the 
MobiliDADOS platform 

investigates Brazilian 
urban mobility, developed 

by ITDP Brasil with the 
contribution of IEMA

Hiring of Marcel Martin, 
the new coordinator of 
the transport portfolio 

•
Event about Electric Bicycles in 
Brasilia. The objective was to 
encourage discussion on the 
subject, creating a network 
of contacts and integrating 
the various actors involved

Fourth event of the series Platform 
2018: Brazil of Tomorrow: Urban 

mobility and smart cities
•

Launch of the fifth infographic 
of the campaign Bicycle in the 

Plans, by CCMob and iCS
•

Launch of the study Economy 
of the Bicycle by Aliança Bike in 
partnership with LABMOB/UFRJ

jul

SEP

OCT DEC
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Mobility and low carbon

The unprecedented research on transport commissioned 
by iCS and the Instituto Escolhas was reported in numer-
ous Brazilian communication vehicles. Published in De-
cember 2017, the survey was conducted by IDEIA Big 
Data and involved the participation of 3,000 people. The 
study concluded that Brazilians want to reduce the use of 
fossil fuels. The main results were:

• 88% of Brazilians perceive oil companies as greedy

• 60% believe that the country has the conditions to 
replace fossil fuels, but only 37% are convinced that 
this migration will happen

• 45.6% defend the reduction of gasoline consumption

• The majority indicated that the consumption of elec-
tricity, biofuels and natural gas in public transport 
tends to grow

IN THE NEWS

O Globo

GloboNews

Exame

Sem Censura

Clean buses in Brazil – the case of São Paulo

people every year. The mobilization tried out different nar-
ratives for the first time and attracted the attention of the 
press, the population of the capital and parliamentarians.

MAIN RESULTS

• Reach of different publics during the process

• The new legislation about the energy source of the 
bus fleet in São Paulo defined a timetable for the re-
duction of emissions and punishment for companies 
that do not comply with the law.

• Definition of the following reduction targets:

Pollutant At the end of 10 years At the end of 20 years

CO2 50% 100%

NOx 80% 95%

Particulate 
Matter

90% 95%

APPROVAL OF THE LAW

We began 2018 with a great conquest: the Bill, 
known as PL 300, which provides for the energy tran-
sition of the bus fleets in São Paulo, was approved by 
the Municipal Council in January. The result is the 
product of the joint coordination of Purpose Cli-
mate Lab with Greenpeace, Idec, the Institute 
for health and Sustainability (ISS), ITDP, Cicloci-
dade, Minha Sampa and Rede Nossa São Pau-
lo (as well as other actors from the private sector), 
which carried out an intense work of outreach and 
mobilization. The partnership network between the 
civil society organizations set in motion the public 
consultation process of the bus auction – with tech-
nical contributions, evidence to define the public 
problem, communication tools, action structure, and 
popular participation over approximately two years.

CONTEXT

The São Paulo bus system is the largest in Latin 
America. It is estimated that 9 million passengers 
use about 13,000 buses per day.3 In this context of 
urban mobility, the organizations involved conduct-
ed many awareness campaigns about the pollution 
from the municipal buses, presenting data that 
showed it is the direct cause of death of over 4,000 

3 http://www.sptrans.com.br/media/1537/relatorio_de_administracao_2018.pdf

HIGHLIGHTS
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https://oglobo.globo.com/brasil/ma-qualidade-do-transporte-publico-aumenta-preferencia-da-populacao-por-carro-22290803
http://g1.globo.com/globo-news/estudio-i/videos/t/todos-os-videos/v/ma-qualidade-do-transporte-aumenta-opcao-por-carro/6425676/
https://exame.abril.com.br/economia/o-que-o-brasileiro-pensa-de-petroleo-petroliferas-e-combustiveis/
https://web.facebook.com/semcensuratv/videos/1535298796590032/
http://www.sptrans.com.br/media/1537/relatorio_de_administracao_2018.pdf


Walking mobility

Oficina Como Anda was 
held in São Paulo and at-
tracted over 30 organiza-
tions from seven Brazilian 
cities to participate in the 
meeting. The workshop was 
divided into three areas: the 
strengthening of the orga-
nizations, the strengthen-
ing of the agenda, and the 
coordination of the walking 
mobility network

The exhibition was inaugu-
rated at the São Paulo met-
ro station about walking as 
a means of transport, orga-
nized by Corrida Amiga 

The 2018 edition of Calça-
da Cilada, which was a na-
tional campaign of Corrida 
Amiga, mapped the poor 
condition of public side-
walks and provided analy-
ses of 23 cities on the Colab 
application. In the diagno-
sis, 2,547 “traps to pedes-
trians” were identified

Crossed paths: an ex-
perience of a virtual 
debate to discuss differ-
ent approaches about the 
universe of mobility. In 
August, Walter Figueiredo 
(iCS) and Aline Cavalcante 
(CCMob) lead the debate 
about urban mobility as an 
indicator of climate change

Projeto Contagem a Pé 
made a map of quick and 
safe routes for pedestrians, 
in the region of Eldorados, 
in Contagem (BH). The 
initiative was the result of 
the 1st Convocation of Pro-
posals for Walking Mobility 
and Climate Change

MARCH JUNE JULY AUGUST

HIGHLIGHTS
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In 2018, the portfolio of Economy and Climate Policy was 
revamped and its name changed to Climate Policy and Out-
reach. Coordinated by Alice Amorim, it has two main lines 
of operation: i) the implementation of the Paris Agreement 
in Brazil; and ii) to strengthen the participation of a range 
of stakeholders in the climate agenda – among human 
rights professionals, religious leaders, women, young peo-
ple, and other groups that are not specialized in climate.

The STRATEGy of the portfolio includes the following INI-
TIATIVES:

Climate policy and outreach

• Support to organizations that pressurize, monitor and 
help Brazil to comply with its Nationally Determined 
Contribution (NDC);

• To encourage Brazilian participation in the internation-
al climate policy

• To seek the increasing outreach of agents to the cli-
mate agenda;

• Coordination so that the climate issue is included in the 
agenda of parliamentarians at the National Congress.

2018 was a year of many personal and professional lessons. Ending a maternity leave 
and joining iCS with the challenge of coordinating the policy and outreach actions in an 
election year was not easy. With a mission to expand the engaged public with climate 
change, we had very interesting results, from the series of events of the Sustainable Future 
Dialogues, to the mission with the Brazilian female mayors to Germany, and with several 
initiatives that sought to qualify the debates about climate in the electoral process. In 
2019, we are reaping the benefits from the lessons of the past year and it is hoped this will 
result in more resilience and new meanings for the climate agenda in the coming years

– ALICE AMORIM, coordinator of the portfolio

WE MADE

19 GRANTS
Total:  

R$ 4,882,000

BRICS
Policy Center
Centro de Estudos
e Pesquisas BRICS

de cinema ambiental
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PORTFOLIO IN 2018

jul

nov

Workshop on 
social media 

and elections in 
Rio de Janeiro, 
organized by 

ClimaInfo

Support to the Projeto 
Liane, of the Instituto 

Update, which conceived a 
toolbox (technological and 

methodological) that seeks to 
increase the competitiveness 
of low cost and high intensity 

electoral campaigns

Participation of iCS in the 
#LaudatoSi conference at 

the Vatican

4th Global Climate Policy Conference, 
in São Paulo. The event about climate 

governance was supported by the 
Oak Foundation and organized by 

Climate Strategies, iCS, the Climate 
Initiative of Mexico (ICM) and the 

Konrad Adenauer Foundation
•

Fé no Clima (Fatih in Climate) 
at the C-20 (Civil 20) debate 
on the environment, climate 

and energy in Argentina

Launch of the 
Platform of the 

Observatory of the 
Brazilian Legislature 

Launch of the research Impact 
assessment: mitigation of 

greenhouse gases (GhG) to 
comply with the target of 
the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO)

Participation at COP 24 
in Katowice, Poland

FEB

MAY AUG

SEP DEC
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Platform 2018: Brazil of Tomorrow 
A series of events to qualify the 
political debate

19/02  | Public Security

19/04  | Water and Sanitation

07/05  | Science, Entrepreneurship and Innovation

11/06  | Urban Mobility and Smart Cities

30/07  | Culture

13/08  | Food

17/09  | Economy of Forests

01/10  | Energy

15/10  | Education

Design and realization

Breaking the Taboo

Another action of political outreach in the 2018 elections was through the production of content made by the 
online channel Breaking the Taboo. Currently, the group has approximately 10 million followers on Facebook, 
1.9 million on Instagram, and 664,000 on Twitter. The purpose of the videos sought the reduction of political po-
larization, the promotion of dialogues, and the coordination of the subject of human rights and climate change 
at the center of the debate. iCS supported the production of a series of 15 Breaking the Taboo videos for the 
elections and a video of Cooking and Politics. Some episodes directly discussed the environmental agenda. One 
example about the environment had an audience of 387,000 views, 12,000 reactions, 4,319,000 shares, and 
1,300 comments on Facebook. Watch it here! 

MAP OF INITIATIVES FOR BETTER ELECTIONS

In view of the development of bases of confidence and 
legitimacy in the political environment, the Pact for De-
mocracy mapped out initiatives focused on the quali-
fication of the electoral process. Consequently, it was 
possible to perform searches for candidates, develop the 
political debate, learn more about the elections, combat 
misinformation, increase citizen participation, promote 
diversity, monitor campaigns, and learn about new elec-
toral experiences.

More details about the 2018 events of the portfolio here

Support

HIGHLIGHTS
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https://web.facebook.com/pg/quebrandootabu/videos/%3Fref%3Dpage_internal
https://eleicoesmelhores.pactopelademocracia.org.br/


Who are the women who govern the City Halls of 
Brazil?

The survey by the Alziras Institute, performed in 2018, was pub-
lished in November and presented the results of the mapping 
of the participation of women in Brazilian politics. A team from 
the Institute heard from 45% of the 649 female mayors elected 
in 2016. Among the main discoveries, we highlight the following 
data in relation to the trajectories of these leaders:

of the female mayors have a completed higher education, whereas 50% of the 
male mayors have a completed higher education71%

42% of the female mayors have a post-graduate qualification

60% of the female mayors have already been elected to other positions

32% had been mayors and 30% had been city councilors

13% had been deputy mayors

2% had been deputies

The complete survey presented data on campaign fundraising, the division of domestic 
work, political violence, campaign promises, and ways to increase political participation. 
Access to the full study can be found here:  http://prefeitas.institutoalziras.org.br

This was a result of the partnership between the German Embassy, 
the Alziras Institute, and the Institute for Climate and Society. A del-
egation of seven Brazilian female mayors went on a mission from 
November 18 to 24. The objective was to exchange experiences in 
the implementation of climate and environmental policies.

Mission of the Brazilian female mayors to Germany

HIGHLIGHTS
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LAND USE

We acted as intermediary for grants in the area of land use with different propositions:

• To develop the second version of the toolkit for the maps and data from the collec-
tions of MapBiomas, as well as the technological maintenance of the platform

• To develop the first version of the annual maps of deforestation for the Atlantic Rain 
Forest, Pantanal, and Caatinga based on collection 3 of MapBiomas

• To refine the methodological design for the assessment of samples and the analysis of 
the collections of MapBiomas 

• To safeguard the Forest Code and contribute to the strengthening of the agricultural 
policy of low carbon in Brazil - Initiative for Land Use (INPUT)

• To promote a sustainable land use in Brazil through advocacy and support to the com-
munication and logistics of the Brazilian Coalition on Climate, Forests and Agriculture

WE ACTED AS INTERMEDIARy FOR 9 GRANTS
TOTAL: R$ 4,167,600 

*The funds were donated by João Moreira Salles and Walter Moreira Salles

LAND USE

AMAZON REGION

We began a work that aims to support organizations that act directly in the conservation 
of the Brazilian Amazon region. We selected the organizations, analyzed the received 
proposals and acted as intermediary for the grant contracts. Five organizations benefited 
in 2018. The consultant, Maíra Fainguelernt, was responsible for the contact with the 
institutions and for the intermediation of the realized grants.

WE ACTED AS INTERMEDIARy FOR 5 GRANTS
TOTAL: R$ 5,800,000
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Faced with the challenge to regulate CO2 emissions from maritime transport – a sector 
which accounts for 2.2% of total emissions in the world – and the recent decision of the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) to reduce 50% of the maritime emissions of 
member countries by 2050 at the latest, it is fundamental that we explore and reflect on 
how fairer measures and mechanisms can be agreed on a global scale. Witt the intention 
of collaborating with this reflection, iCS directly supported some initiatives:

• Publication of the research Impact Assessment: Mitigation of greenhouse gas 
emissions in order to comply with the target of the International Maritime 
Organization, produced by the COPPE/UFRJ and Cenergia. The study analyzed the 
possible consequences of the several measures of mitigation proposed in the exports 
of the main major Brazilian commodities 

•	 International Meeting on Climate Change and Maritime Transport, in Rio de 
Janeiro. The event was held with the support of the German Embassy and included in 
the series of Sustainable Future Dialogues 

• We published an article about the reduction of greenhouse gases on the website 
of Valor Econômico, which was translated into English and published in Climate 
homes News

• We hired the consultant, Lavinia Hollanda, to lead our operation with respect to mar-
itime affairs, which has the objective to qualify the Brazilian participation in the inter-
national negotiations, through the generation of data and evidence to support the 
decision-making.

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Maritime Emissions  
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https://www.valor.com.br/opiniao/5339143/uma-chance-para-navegacao-verde
https://www.climatechangenews.com/2018/03/07/brazil-support-ambition-climate-deal-year/
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Brazil and Germany united by the climate

A series of international meetings is result of a partnership 
between the Institute for Climate and Society and the Ger-
man Embassy in Brazil, which grew out of a long history 
of cooperation between the two countries in the climate 
area. The Sustainable Future Dialogues began in 2017 
and form part of the portfolio of Climate Policy and Out-
reach of iCS.

OBJECTIVES

• To hold international meetings about key subjects for 
the exchange of experiences, practices and knowledge 
based on the local and global targets relating to climate;

• To insert the subject of climate change into the cen-
ter of national development agenda, especially in the 
short and medium term political, social, economic and 
business agenda;

• To disseminate and debate strategies for sustainable 
development;

• To motivate and enhance multilateral and multisectoral 
actions that lead to the compliance with the targets of 
the Paris Agreement.

NUMBERS FOR THE YEAR

In 2018, there were four international meetings:

Climate and Security
» May 18 | Rio de Janeiro

97 participants

84 accesses to the 
live broadcast

8 speakers

Carbon Pricing
» June 19 | São Paulo

156 participants

415 accesses to the 
live broadcast

11 speakers 

Climate and Health
» September 13 | Brasília

83 participants

260 accesses to the 
live broadcast 

9 speakers

Climate Change and 
Maritime Transport
» November 14 | Rio de 

Janeiro

53 participants

There was no live 
broadcast

8 speakers

Journalistic coverage by 
professionals from five Brazilian 
states

Exclusive communications 
consultancy

Exclusive communications 
consultancy
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Geographical location of the speakers PHOTOS

VIDEOS AND INTERVIEWS

Realization Organization

Climate and Security
• United States
• Ecuador
• Germany
• Brasília 
• Rio de Janeiro
• São Paulo

Carbon Pricing
• United States
• Brussels
• Germany
• São Paulo
• Rio de Janeiro

Climate and health
• Canada
• Germany
• Mozambique
• Brasília 
• Rio de Janeiro
• São Paulo

Maritime Transport
• Brussels
• London
• Rio de Janeiro
• São Paulo
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https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3D6TNFcTHL524%26t%3D12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DGwLbiWMQNOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Dt-S28FHz-24%26t%3D1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DA_x5z9SNU8c


OTHER EVENTS

Food

In addition to the events mentioned previously, we orga-
nized a closed meeting about food in partnership with 
the Ibirapitanga Institute and the Hoffman Centre for the 
Sustainable Resource Economy at Chatham House, in Rio 
de Janeiro. Entitled Beyond the Barn: Brazil and the 
future of healthy and sustainable food, it turned to 
funder institutions with the proposal to consider the in-
tersectionality between food and the environmental, eco-
nomic, cultural, and vital dimensions.

The meeting gathered together approximately 29 peo-
ple from 10 different organizations: CLUA, Boticário 
Group Foundation, Humanize, Alana Institute, Ara-
pyaú Institute, Serrapilheira Institute, Desiderata Insti-
tute, Rizoma, Porticus and the Oak Foundation. The 
program was divided into four parts:

• Food: the present and the future in the global and 
local context

• Food in four dimensions

• Food and the role of local and global actors 

• Drivers for the transformation of the food systems

Networks and partnerships

In 2018, we joined the Philanthropy Network for Social 
Justice. The network brings together 11 member organi-
zations that operate in the field of human rights, the envi-
ronment, equality and citizenship. It is considered an area 
– which connects funds and community foundations and 
grantmakers – to support several initiatives that enhance 
philanthropy for social justice.

The executive coordinator of the Network, Graciela Hopstein, 
organized the book “Philanthropy of social justice, civil soci-
ety and social movements in Brazil.” The publication included 
22 texts with analyses and reflections on the Brazilian philan-
thropic scenario and was prefaced by Ana Toni. The launch 
was held at the iCS headquarters on April 10, 2018.

Currently, iCS is part of the following networks and asso-
ciations:

iCS also has frequent contact with other international in-
stitutions dedicated to grantmaking in climate change, 
which include the regional institutions ClimateWorks 
Foundation, European Climate Foundation, Energy Foun-
dation, Energy Foundation China, Climate and Land Use 
Alliance (CLUA), Climate Initiative of Mexico (ICM), and 
Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, as well as several 
endowed foundations.

ORGANIZATION AND REALIZATION
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PUBLICATIONS

ENERGY

LOW CARBON ECONOMY

TRANSPORT

CLIMATE POLICY AND OUTREACH

KIGALI PROJECT

*This is only a sample of some of the 
publications launched in 2018
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http://static.congressoemfoco.uol.com.br/2018/06/Estudo-completo.pdf
https://www.sitawi.net/publicacoes/nao-perca-esse-bond/
https://cebds.org/publicacoes/fact-sheet-reguladores-e-emissoes-de-carbono/
https://cebds.org/publicacoes/fact-sheet-investidores/%20%20
https://cebds.org/publicacoes/fact-sheet-empresas/%20%20
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/d19c5c_8fdd6dc6ce9c4645951165c4a7da7688.pdf
http://www.coalizaobr.com.br/home/phocadownload/documentos/SEMINARIO-CIENTIFICO-INTERTIVO.pdf
https://www.centrobrasilnoclima.org/cop-24
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/973778_45cd1a9204d44b9b8080a1b1542a591c.pdf
http://bicicletanosplanos.org/faca-sua-cidade/guia/
http://gvces.com.br/gastos-publicos-em-mobilidade-urbana-no-brasil%3Flocale%3Dpt-br
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeAlR9cwQ2p-RbjeOYG6NlIKhOqU0iJf66-uVUt3RKXqRNv_A/viewform
http://www.aliancabike.org.br/pagina.php%3Fid_secao%3D10%26id_page%3D44
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/d19c5c_5db84f1cbf1744f68021ee87cbea8efb.pdf
https://cebds.org/publicacoes/precificacao-de-carbono-o-que-voce-precisa-saber/%23.XUw6Km5FyUk
https://idesam.org/corsia-icao-oportunidades-e-desafios-para-o-brasil/%20%20
https://iema-site-staging.s3.amazonaws.com/nota-tecnica-a-termeletricidade-no-novo_contexto-do-setor-eletrico_1.pdf
http://escolhas.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/PB_ESCOLHAS_01_2018.pdf%20%20
https://iei-brasil.org/livro-eficiencia-energetica-e-geracao-distribuida-reflexoes-para-o-setor-eletrico-de-hoje-e-do-futuro/%20%20
https://iema-site-staging.s3.amazonaws.com/estudo_completo_energia_eucalipto.pdf
http://www.escolhas.org/quais-os-reais-custos-e-beneficios-das-fontes-de-geracao-eletrica-no-brasil-2/%20%20
https://cebds.org/publicacoes/4-passos-para-entender-economia-de-baixo-carbono/%23.XUw5o25FyUk
https://casafluminense.org.br/painel-agenda-rio-2030/%20%20
http://prefeitas.institutoalziras.org.br/?lg=en
http://kigali.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/iCS-compressores.pdf


COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA

General highlights

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA

In 2018, iCS consolidated the communication area. The 
new position carried out some important processes:

• Strategic plan of communication of iCS

• Redesign of the institutional website

• Redesign of the layout of the monthly newsletter 

• Strategies for social networks

• Monitoring of the digital marketing metrics of the digi-
tal products

• Partnership with the communication of grantee orga-
nizations

• Press relations

• Approximation with Rede Narrativas

iCS occupies a fundamental strategic role in the 
ecosystem of organizations that work for the climate.  
iCS is seen as a benchmark, guide, tutor, coach, as well 
as funder. Its ability to have a strong communication goes 
beyond the traditional model of disseminating the brand 
itself and becomes a significant voice. Quite different 
from this, is the idea here to provide visibility to the 
actions and the grantees to enhance the organizations, 
their initiatives and their results. In this process, iCS 
also began to serve as a benchmark, helping the 
organizations to think about their own communications 
as well. In any circumstance, the communication of iCS  
is fundamental!

– ALExANDRE MANSUR
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https://www.english.climaesociedade.org/
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OUR REACH AND OUTREACH

Website

31,423 
 page views

8,596 
new visitors

Social networks

Increase
of 100%
in the number of followers on 
Facebook in relation to 2017

Newsletters

12 editions 
distributed monthly in 

English and Portuguese

Quotations of the 
grantees in the media 

+ 1000

Videos posted 
on youTube

+160
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• Brazil arrives timidly at the UN Climate Convention, 
say experts

• Alice Amorim and Ana Toni: Climate insecurity is an 
ongoing emergency

• SP, SP and BH are dissatisfied with bus overcrowding 
and conditions

• Mobility is the subject of the Clean Energy Challenge 
in SP

• Ecofalante shows 45 films on socio-environmental 
subjects

• Tinder of the vote: platform to choose deputy had 
90,000 accesses

• Event at the Museum of Tomorrow discusses urban 
mobility

• Folha holds a seminar to discuss the future of the 
Brazilian electric matrix

• What is the impact of the first Rua Completa in São 
Paulo?

• Ignored by the presidential candidates in interviews, 
combating climate change divides government 
programs

• Book helps to understand the low carbon economy

• Countries sign climate agreement to reduce maritime 
emissions

• Seminar will discuss the transition and diversification 
of the energy matrix in Roraima

• Gustavo Pinheiro: Changing the direction towards a 
low carbon economy

• Impact of the climate on public health concerns 
international organizations

• Study suggests steps to the carbon market in the 
country

• The climate in the equation of the crisis

• “Health is a mediator between climate and society”

• International meeting in Rio debates the relationship 
between climate and security

The illustrations and the above list are a sample of the materials 
published in 2018

Highlights in the press
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https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/brasil-chega-timido-convencao-do-clima-da-onu-dizem-especialistas-23273500
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/brasil-chega-timido-convencao-do-clima-da-onu-dizem-especialistas-23273500
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/opiniao/2018/05/alice-amorim-e-ana-toni-inseguranca-climatica-e-uma-emergencia-a-conta-gotas.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/opiniao/2018/05/alice-amorim-e-ana-toni-inseguranca-climatica-e-uma-emergencia-a-conta-gotas.shtml
https://jornalggn.com.br/transporte/sp-rj-e-bh-estao-insatisfeitos-com-lotacao-e-condicoes-dos-onibus/
https://jornalggn.com.br/transporte/sp-rj-e-bh-estao-insatisfeitos-com-lotacao-e-condicoes-dos-onibus/
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mercado/2018/09/mobilidade-e-o-tema-do-desafio-da-energia-limpa-em-sp.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mercado/2018/09/mobilidade-e-o-tema-do-desafio-da-energia-limpa-em-sp.shtml
https://oglobo.globo.com/rioshow/mostra-ecofalante-exibe-45-filmes-de-tematicas-socioambientais-22936719
https://oglobo.globo.com/rioshow/mostra-ecofalante-exibe-45-filmes-de-tematicas-socioambientais-22936719
https://www.metropoles.com/brasil/politica-br/tinder-do-voto-plataforma-para-escolher-deputado-teve-90-mil-acessos
https://www.metropoles.com/brasil/politica-br/tinder-do-voto-plataforma-para-escolher-deputado-teve-90-mil-acessos
https://g1.globo.com/globonews/noticia/evento-no-museu-do-amanha-discute-mobilidade-urbana.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/globonews/noticia/evento-no-museu-do-amanha-discute-mobilidade-urbana.ghtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/seminariosfolha/2018/10/folha-realiza-seminario-para-discutir-futuro-da-matriz-eletrica-brasileira.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/seminariosfolha/2018/10/folha-realiza-seminario-para-discutir-futuro-da-matriz-eletrica-brasileira.shtml
https://www.archdaily.com.br/br/896600/qual-o-impacto-da-primeira-rua-completa-em-sao-paulo
https://www.archdaily.com.br/br/896600/qual-o-impacto-da-primeira-rua-completa-em-sao-paulo
https://epoca.globo.com/deixado-de-lado-pelos-presidenciaveis-nas-entrevistas-combate-mudancas-climaticas-divide-programas-de-governo-23115439
https://epoca.globo.com/deixado-de-lado-pelos-presidenciaveis-nas-entrevistas-combate-mudancas-climaticas-divide-programas-de-governo-23115439
https://epoca.globo.com/deixado-de-lado-pelos-presidenciaveis-nas-entrevistas-combate-mudancas-climaticas-divide-programas-de-governo-23115439
https://www.oeco.org.br/blogs/salada-verde/livro-ajuda-a-compreender-economia-de-baixo-carbono/
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/ambiente/2018/04/paises-assinam-acordo-climatico-para-reduzir-emissoes-maritimas.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/ambiente/2018/04/paises-assinam-acordo-climatico-para-reduzir-emissoes-maritimas.shtml
https://g1.globo.com/rr/roraima/noticia/2018/11/20/seminario-vai-debater-transicao-e-diversificacao-da-matriz-energetica-de-roraima.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/rr/roraima/noticia/2018/11/20/seminario-vai-debater-transicao-e-diversificacao-da-matriz-energetica-de-roraima.ghtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/opiniao/2018/06/gustavo-pinheiro-mudar-a-direcao-rumo-a-uma-economia-de-baixo-carbono.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/opiniao/2018/06/gustavo-pinheiro-mudar-a-direcao-rumo-a-uma-economia-de-baixo-carbono.shtml
https://www.valor.com.br/brasil/5835099/impacto-do-clima-na-saude-publica-preocupa-organizacoes-internacionais%20
https://www.valor.com.br/brasil/5835099/impacto-do-clima-na-saude-publica-preocupa-organizacoes-internacionais%20
https://www.valor.com.br/brasil/5603527/estudo-sugere-etapas-para-mercado-de-carbono-no-pais
https://www.valor.com.br/brasil/5603527/estudo-sugere-etapas-para-mercado-de-carbono-no-pais
https://www.valor.com.br/cultura/5547731/o-clima-na-equacao-da-crise
https://www.icict.fiocruz.br/content/sa%25C3%25BAde-%25C3%25A9-uma-mediadora-entre-o-clima-e-sociedade
https://www.sul21.com.br/ultimas-noticias/geral/2018/05/encontro-internacional-no-rio-debate-a-relacao-entre-clima-e-seguranca/
https://www.sul21.com.br/ultimas-noticias/geral/2018/05/encontro-internacional-no-rio-debate-a-relacao-entre-clima-e-seguranca/


DIVERSITY AGENDA

Gender and race equity

Among the achievements of 2018, we highlight the part-
nership entered into with the Center for the Studies of 
Labor Relations and Inequalities (CEERT). We held the first 
workshop of diversity and equity with the entire iCS team 
in August 2018. The workshop was conducted by Maria 
Aparecida Bento, who has a doctorate in psychology and 
is the executive director of CEERT. The institutional train-
ing project sought to provide a deeper understanding of 
how the racial and gender issues are present (or ab-
sent) in our everyday professional actions. 

As a consequence of this, the dialogue encouraged initial 
reflections about how the development of the work of 
iCS is related to the objective of reducing the racial in-
equalities that structure the different areas and contexts of 
our country. In the first activity, Cida Bento presented data 
from studies that reported disparities with climate change, 
leading us to reflect on social privileges, the higher inci-
dence of the effects of climate change on the most vul-
nerable population, outreach and female representation in 
environmental issues.

What did we 
accomplish?

INSTITUTIONAL 
TRAINING

OCTOBER: Workshop with 
representatives from 14 or-
ganizations in Rio de Janeiro: 
ISER, ITDP, Alziras Institute, 
Casa Fluminense, Bike Anjo, 
GIP, and the Kigali Project 

NOVEMBER: Workshop 
with 18 representatives from 
grantee organizations in São 
Paulo: Bike Anjo, Instituto 
Escolhas, IEI Brasil, Conectas 
Direitos Humanos, Update 
Institute, Nossa BH, Engaja-
mundo, Escola de Ativismo, 
and ITDP

Workshop II 
with grantees 
in Rio de 
Janeiro

Workshop I 
with a team 
from iCS and 
from CEERT in 
Rio de Janeiro

Workshop III 
with grantees 
in São Paulo
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TESTIMONIALS

Studying the subject of urban mobil-
ity from the perspective of gender and 
race equity is something very new 
in my experience. As a result, I left the 
workshop in São Paulo very stimulated 
by the presentation of professor Ângela 
Gomes about the discussion of gender, 
race, and climate equity. The reflections 
are still pulsating inside me

– LUANA COSTA, Nossa Bh

DIVERSITY WORKING GROUP

In 2018, Andréia Coutinho (coordinator of communication), Alice Am-
orim (coordinator of climate policy and outreach), and Leonildes Nazar 
(executive advisor) mediated the processes related to the diversity agen-
da in iCS. They were responsible for the hiring of the consultancy of 
CEERT, for the start of the dialogue with the Brazilian Association of 
Black Researchers (ABPN), and for the logistics and organization of the-
matic workshops with the team and grantees.

BRAZILIAN ASSOCIATION OF BLACK RESEARCHERS (ABPN)

We also began a partnership with the Brazilian Association of Black Research-
ers (ABPN) – which is a civil, philanthropic, cultural and scientific organization, 
which seeks the strengthening of the network of black academics with dif-
ferent objectives in the promotion of racial equity. The first meeting outlined 
future possibilities of action plans between iCS and the association for the 
research community in the climate area.

It was very enriching to participate in the 
gender and race workshop organized by 
iCS. It was a unique opportunity to think 
in effective ways about how to include 
the issues across the board in our or-
ganization, not only from an institu-
tional point of view, but also directly 
in our projects. As well as expanding my 
knowledge from the information provided 
by CEERT, it was wonderful to exchange 
experiences with the other organiza-
tions based on the specific knowledge of  
the participants.

– ANA NASSAR, ITDP Brazil

The exercise of looking at how we ad-
dress race and gender within the institu-
tion is always instigating and challeng-
ing, because it allows us to be self-critical 
and to seek new paths. For example, at IEI 
Brasil, it enabled us to see how these issues 
were absent from our lines of research and 
to make a more vigorous effort to include 
them in current and future projects

– GABRIELE ADABO, IEI Brazil

There was a period for individual reflec-
tion and another for collective reflec-
tion, which allowed us to analyze our-
selves and our institutions. It was the first 
time that I had attended such an event! 
As a black woman living on the outskirts 
and a climate activist, I had never experi-
enced a discussion about race and cli-
mate and I discovered that everything 
was inter-connected. Special thanks to 
all the iCS team for promoting inclusion 
and diversity in the climate debates

– AMANDA COSTA, Engajamundo
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Transparency

With the support of CO2 Consulting, we took the initiative of accounting for our carbon 
emissions for all the operations performed during 2018. 

Targets for 2019

CO2 Consulting suggested 
some options to mitigate 
these carbon emissions, 
such as the reduction of 
the number of trips by air 
transport, holding online 
meetings, planting trees 
and the acquisition of car-
bon credits. Our next step 
is to now stipulate an inter-
nal guideline and a work 
plan to neutralize our car-
bon footprint.

Solar panel

In April 2018, we installed 
photovoltaic solar panels 
at our headquarters in Rio 
de Janeiro. Since then, we 
have benefitted from a 
clean and sustainable pro-
cess of electricity genera-
tion. We have also offset 
our emissions by planting 
135 trees with the sup-
port of the Programa Clima 
 Legal. We move on!

INVENTORY OF EMISSIONS

The domestic flights were numerically higher than the international flights. However, 
the latter were responsible for the largest percentage in CO2 emissions. In 2018, they 
accounted for 68% of emissions.

The cost centers that contributed most to the carbon footprint of iCS were: operational 
(37%); energy (24%); and policy and outreach (17%).

The accumulated total was 263 tCO2 and 99.2% of these emissions 
were from air transport. 

95,5
44,5 63,3 40,4 13,1 4,2

260,937%
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Emissions by cost center - 2018
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FINANCIAL INDICATORS

Statements of the results

Our financial statements have been audited by ERNST & yOUNG and are available on 
our website.

BALANCE SHEET
(In thousands of reais)

Note 2018 2017

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 4 19,398 6,896

Bonds and securities 5 5,298 5,574

Receivables 246 117

Grants receivable 6 17,081 8,216

Resources from projects and partnerships 7 10,127 6,545

 52,150 27,348

Non-current assets

Realizable at long-term
Grants receivable 6 1,227 7,110

Resources from projects and partnerships 7 290 75

 1,517 7,185

Fixed assets 8 114 122

Intangible assets 8 9 14

 1,640 7,321

Total assets 53,790 34,669

STATEMENT OF THE SURPLUS (DEFICIT)
(In thousands of reais)

Note 2018 2017

Operating revenue 24,835 18,460

With restrictions 24,835 18,438

Social Assistance Programs 13.1 24,477 18,128

Financial revenue 13.2 353 308

Exchange Rate Change 13.3 5 2

Without restrictions 13.4 - 22

Voluntary contributions and grants - 9

Other revenue - 13

Cost of social activities (20,647) (15,351)

Program activities 14 (20,647) (15,351)

Gross result 4,188 3,109

Operational expenses (3,910) (2,742)

Personnel expenses 15.1 (1,583) (1,355)

Services provided 15.2 (526) (269)

Travel and accommodation 15.3 (908) (425)

General and administrative expenses 15.4 (641) (510)

Tax expenses 15.5 (221) (154)

Depreciation and amortization 8 (31) (29)

Surplus for the financial period 278 367

The explanatory notes are an integral part of the financial statements**
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Financial information

EVOLUTION OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES

Evolution of iCS Expenses (in thousands of reais)Evolution of iCS Revenue (in thousands of reais)

Number of grantees by year*Number of grants made by year*

* Includes the grants for the Amazon region (selected and monitored by iCS and paid for by the Moreira Salles family)
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A WORD OF THANKS

We would like to express heartfelt gratitude to our 
funders. We are most grateful for the financial sup-
port that has enabled us to carry out all the work de-
scribed in this report. 

Furthermore, recognizing that the relationship be-
tween a funder and a grantee goes so much beyond 
financial matters, we sincerely thank our funders for 
our interactions. Thank you for your genuine interest 
in our work, for challenging us to grow, for your trust 
and flexibility, for the learning opportunities you pro-
vide us, and for helping us overcome limitations. 

I would like to highlight our gratitude to the founda-
tions of CIFF, Hewlett, Oak, and ClimateWorks, which 
joined efforts to initiate the grantmaking involving cli-
mate change in Brazil. Their vision and dedication led 
to the creation of iCS in 2015, and we thank them for 
the institutional support given to iCS since then. We 
are also very thankful to the nine funders who gave 
us grants to support specific projects in 2018, as well 
as to other previous funders. 

Thank you all for joining us in this journey towards 
a carbon neutral Brazil, with economic growth and 
social justice. It is a privilege to have you by our side. 

Luiza de Mello e Souza
Manager Institutional Relations

FUNDERS

Institutional Support

Support for specific projects and programs

João Moreira Salles and Walter Moreira Salles
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http://europeanclimate.org


WHO MAKES IT HAPPEN
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TEAM

Growth of the team by year

Division by gender
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MenWomen

Silvia David,
Manager of Grants 

Walter Figueiredo  
de Simoni,

Ex-coordinator of the 
Transport Portfolio

Ana Toni, 
Executive director

Roberto Kishinami,
Senior Coordinator of 
the Energy Portfolio

Tatiana Zanotti,
Manager of Administration 

and Finance

2015 2016

Alice Amorim Vogas,
Coordinator of the 
Climate Policy and 
Outreach Portfolio

Andréia Coutinho  
Louback, 

Coordinator of 
Communication

Munir y. Soares, 
Coordinator of E+ 
Energy Dialogues

Marcel Martin, 
Coordinator of the 
Transport Portfolio

2018

Luiza de Mello e Souza,
Manager of Institutional 

Relations

Leonildes Nazar, 
Executive Advisor

Gustavo Pinheiro, 
Coordinator of the Low 

Carbon Economy Portfolio

Ana Beatriz Fandinho, 
Administrative Assistant

Kamyla Borges Cunha,  
Coordinator of Energy 

Efficiency 

20172016
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ABOUT THIS REPORT

This is our third Annual Report. We produced 
the document based on our internal collection 
of information, records and publications about 
the achievements and accomplishments of 
our grantees in 2018. The full version of the 
financial statements is available on our web-
site. If you would like to comment, make sug-
gestions, or request more information, please 
write to comunicacao@climaesociety.org
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